Crew Member donates blood, saves life!

This is just an example of how our crew members go beyond their call of duty to save lives. We would like to make a special mention of A Krishna Rao, the helper of 108 ambulance in Odisha, who donated his blood to save the life of a patient.

On date 28.05.2018 at 5:30 PM Mathili, a block in remote Malkanagiri district, Smt. Maunabati Dhangada Majhi a Support Staff at Sulabha Sauchalaya, Mathili suffering from Anemia was experiencing extreme discomfort. She was admitted in Mathili CHC for three days on being transferred there by the 108 Ambulance. Her health condition was getting critical and needed O Positive blood, which was not available at the Malkanagiri Health Centre. At this critical moment, the Ambulance Helper, A Krishna Rao immediately stepped forward and donated blood to help save her life.